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In a higher-order modified teleparallel theory cosmological we present analytical cosmological
solutions. In particular we determine forms of the unknown potential which drives the scalar field
such that the field equations form a Liouville integrable system. For the determination of the
conservation laws we apply the Cartan symmetries. Furthermore, inspired from our solutions, a toy
model is studied and it is shown that it can describe the Supernova data, while at the same time
introduces dark matter components in the Hubble function. When the extra matter source is a stiff
fluid then we show how analytical solutions for Bianchi I universes can be constructed from our
analysis. Finally, we perform a global dynamical analysis of the field equations by using variables
different from that of the Hubble-normalization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A plethora of mechanisms has been introduced in order to explain the recent cosmological observations [1–4]. In
particular, the observed late-time acceleration of the universe has been attributed to a new matter source which
has been called dark energy. Several models have been proposed for the dark energy among which scalar fields
(quintessence, phantom fields, k-essence), fluids with time-varying equation of state parameters (Chaplygin gases)
and the list goes on [6–22].
However, there is a large body of dark energy models which have geometric origin. In this class of scenarios the
dark energy components correspond to the new degrees of freedom in the field equations, which are introduced by the
modification of Einstein’s General Relativity. For instance, the introduction of quantum corrections in the Einstein’s
General Relativity is performed with the use of higher-order invariants, such as polynomial terms involving the Ricci
scalar, the Gauss Bonnet term and many others. These considerations have lead to the so called f−theories, in which
a function f (X) is introduced in the Einstein-Hilbert action where X is a geometric invariant [23–40].
The Einstein-Hilbert action is not the unique action which provides the field equations of General Relativity. The
Palatini formalism [41] and the teleparallel equivalent of GR (TEGR) [42] are two alternative variations which also
under certain constraints lead again to General Relativity (for more details see [43, 44]). In TEGR the scalar invariant
T of the Weitzenbo¨ck connection is considered as the Lagrangian density of the field equations, while in the Palatini
formalism the metric and the connection are varied independently.
In this article, we work in the context of the TEGR by considering a higher-order theory of gravity which introduces
a scalar field with a noncanonical kinetic term as a dark-energy component [45, 46]1. Another well-known scalar field
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1 In the following, with the term “canonical” scalar field we refer to the quintessence scalar field with a canonical kinetic term, that is,
with Lagrangian Lφ = K − V .
2which is related with a modified theory is the field in the O’Hanlon theory which describes the geometrodynamic
degrees of freedom in f (R)−gravity. More details are given below.
We show that the field equations can be written with the use of a point-like Lagrangian. Which describes the
classical analogue for the motion of two particles under an interaction between them, that is under the existence of
an effective potential. The kinetic term of the point-like Lagrangian describes the degrees of freedom which concern
the spacetime and the field, while the effective potential is related to those which drive the evolution of the new
(noncanonical) scalar field.
We determine the special forms of this effective potential by requiring that the field equations are Liouville integrable
and the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be written in a closed-form expression. In order the latter to
be possible, constraints on the action have to be determined which are equivalent to the existence of conservation
laws. We derive these conservation laws and prove the Liouville integrability of the corresponding models by using
the method of symmetries.
The symmetries, that is, the transformations which leave invariant a set of differential equations is a powerful
method for the determination of conservation laws and exact solutions. The simplest type of symmetries are the Lie
point symmetries which have been applied in various problems for the determination of new exact solutions either in
the classical or at the quantum level [55–61]. For the gravitational models described by a point Lagrangian a special
type of Lie point symmetries are those which in addition leave invariant the action integral. These Lie symmetries
are called Noether symmetries which by means of Noether’s theorem allow the determination of conservation laws,
for instance see [62–80]. In the present work we choose to work with the Cartan’s method in order to study the
symmetries of our field equations. The Cartan symmetries are based on the invariance of the Cartan 1-form which is
defined directly from the Lagrangian under point transformations with generators in the tangent bundle [81–84]. It
can be shown that for holonomic dynamical systems the Cartan symmetries are equivalent to the so-called generalized
Noether symmetries [85], whereas for nonholonomic dynamical systems the situation is different [86].
Moreover, we perform a global dynamical analysis for that modified theory by using a different set of variables from
the Hubble normalization. We see that the results of [45] are recovered; however new critical points are derived while
we show that there can be physical processes which were not derived before. For instance, we show that it is possible
the universe to pass from an accelerate phase to a decelerate phase and vice verca. Furthermore, we apply the results
of the dynamical analysis to study the physical properties of the theories which followed from the symmetry analysis
while the field equations are Liouville integrable. The plan of the paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we present the cosmological model of our study. The field equations and the Lagrangian description in
the minisuperspace approach are derived for a spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe
with an ideal gas as an extra matter source. Furthermore, we consider the Lagrangian for the case of Bianchi I models
and show that the field equations are reduced to that of FLRW when the ideal gas is a stiff fluid. In Section 3 we
discuss briefly the Cartan formalism which we use in the determination of the conservation laws. In Section 4, we
determine the specific forms of the unknown parameters of our model by requiring that the field equations admit
Cartan symmetries. Moreover, the method of Hamilton-Jacobi is applied in order to reduce the field equations to a
system of two first-order ordinary differential equations and when it is feasible to write the closed-form solution of
the system. The dynamical system analysis is performed in Section 5. We see that there is a specific potential for
which the dimension of the dynamical system is reduced. The critical points are derived for all the possible families
of theories as also their stability conditions. In Section 6 we consider a closed-form solution from the previous section
as a toy model and we perform a likelihood analysis with the SNIa data. We find that the model fits the SNIa data
while at the same time the theory provides the dark matter components in the Hubble function. In Appendix A
we give the critical points of the Hubble normalization and in Appendix B the critical points in the state space of
observable quantities. In the Section 7, we investigate the evolution of the observables, the so called age parameter
α = tH , the deceleration parameter q, and the fractional energy of scalar field and Hubble-normalized kinetic term
in a phase space. Imposing observational constraints on the current values of α0 = α(y0), and the matter parameter
Ω0 = 1−Ωφ(y0), restrict the location of the present state of the universe, y0, in state space. Finally in Section 8 we
draw our conclusions and discuss further possible extensions.
2. FIELD EQUATIONS
In the teleparallel equivalence of general relativity one introduces a non-holonomic frame by means of the functions
hµi so that the tangent vectors to the new coordinates are the vectors ei = h
µ
i (x) ∂i whose Lie bracket is [ei, ej ] = c
...k
ij ek
where c...k(ij) = 0. In the nonholonomic coordinates the connection is not symmetric and it is given by the expression
χijk = {ijk}+
1
2
gir(crj,k + crk,j − cij,r) (1)
3where cijr = grkc
...k
ij and {ijk} is the standard Riemannian connection. In case the vectors ei are orthonormal then
they form a vierbein field e(xµ) the metric becomes ηij , i.e. the Minkowski metric, while the connection coefficients
reduce as follows
χijk =
1
2
ηir(crj,k + crk,j − cij,r). (2)
In this case, the connection coefficients χijk are called the Ricci rotation coefficients, also known as the Weitzenbo¨ck
connection [49]. Defining χijk = ηirχ
r
jk we find that connection coefficients (2) have the property χijk = −χjik; that
is, they are antisymmetric in the first two indices.
The latter antisymmetric connection lead to the definition of the torsion tensor
Tijk = χijk − χjik , (3)
and subsequently the quantities are defined
Kµνβ = −
1
2
(T µνβ − T νµβ − Tβµν), (4)
The quantities Kµνβ correspond to the contorsion tensor in the case of torsion.
Assuming that the non-holonomic frame is inherent in the structure of spacetime we have at our disposal n2 new
parameters hµi which can be used for the definition of dark energy. We associate with dark energy the scalar field of
geometric origin and noncanonical kinetic term with energy momentum tensor [45, 46]
4πGeT (φ)a λ =
1
2
e
(
hσaφ
;λ
;σ − hλaφ;µνgµν
)− eφ;µSaµλ − 1
4
eV (φ) hλa . (5)
where the geometric object Sβ
µν is defined as
Sβ
µν =
1
2
(Kµνβ + δ
µ
βT
θν
θ − δνβT θµθ).
If T (m)a λ is the energy momentum tensor which describes the usual matter source then the gravitational field
equations of teleparallel gravity are of second-order and are given by the expression
eGλa = 4πGe
(
T (m)a λ + T (φ)a λ
)
, (6)
where Gλa is the Einstein-Tensor, where can be written with the use of teleparallel quantities as
eGρi=2
(
e−1∂µ(ee
ρ
i Sρ
µν) + e λi T
ρ
µλSρ
νµ +
1
4
e ρi T
)
(7)
in which the scalar T is defined as T = Sβ
µνT βµν .
Furthermore, we assume that the additional matter source is minimally coupled with the scalar field the conservation
equation (Bianchi identity) gives(
T (m)aλ + T (φ)aλ
)
;λ
= 0→
(
T (m)aλ
)
;λ
= 0 and
(
T (φ)aλ
)
;λ
= 0. (8)
From (6) we observe that the field equations are written in the Einstein frame. Furthermore, as far as the origin
of φ is concerned, that can have geometric origin and describe the higher-order terms of an extended f−gravitational
theory, for more details see [45, 46] and [47, 48].
A well known analogue is the Brans-Dicke scalar field [50]. Indeed the latter when the Brans-Dicke parameter
is zero, which corresponds to the so-called O’Hanlon theory [51], is equivalent with the f (R)-gravity in the metric
formalism [24]. In particular the Brans-Dicke field attributes the higher-order derivatives of f (R) gravity and the
fourth-order theory can be written as second-order theory by increasing at the same time the number of degrees of
freedom. Hence, in that explicitly analogue the energy momentum tensor (5) attributes the higher-order terms of
a fourth-order f−theory in which the invariant which is used for the modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action is
the boundary term which relates the Ricci scalar and the invariant T of the two connections in the holonomic and
unholonomic frame, more details can be found in [45, 46].
42.1. Fourth-order theory of gravity
Let us now discuss the variational problem which describes the gravitational field equations (6), where T (φ)a λ is
defined by (5).
Consider now the gravitational Action Integral to be
S ≡ 1
16πG
∫
d4xe [f(T,R+ T )] + Sm ≡ 1
16πG
∫
d4xe [f(T,B)] + Sm, (9)
in which e = det(eiµ) =
√−g, Sm is the Action Integral for the matter source and B is the boundary term B =
2e−1ν ∂ν
(
eT ρνρ
)
which defined as
B = T +R (10)
where R is the Ricciscalar. Gravitational actions of the form of (9) have bee considered previously in [47] and [48].
As has been shown in [48] Action (9) generalize f (T )-gravity while f (R) gravity can be recovered. Moreover, because
of the second-derivative terms which are included in the boundary B, the resulting gravitational field equations of (9)
are of fourth-order [45].
Indeed, variation with respect to the vierbein field provides the field equations [48]
4πGeT (m)a λ =
1
2
eeλa (f,B)
;µν
gµν − 1
2
eeσa (f,B)
;λ
;σ +
1
4
e
(
Bf,B − 1
4
f
)
eλa + (eSa
µλ),µf,T
+ e ((f,B),µ + (f,T ),µ)Sa
µλ − ef,TT σµaSσλµ, (11)
where T (m)a λ is the energy-momentum tensor of the matter source.
We follow the analysis described in [46] and we rewrite the field equations (11) as follows
eGλa = Geff e
(
T (m)a λ + T (DE)a λ
)
, (12)
in which Geff =
4πG
f,T
denotes the effective varying “gravitational constant”, and the energy-momentum tensor T (DE)a λ
is defined as [46]
4πGeT (DE)a λ = −
[
1
4
(Tf,T − f) ehλa + e(f,T ),µSaµλ
]
+ (13)
−
[
e(f,B),µSa
µλ − 1
2
e
(
eσa (f,B)
;λ
;σ − eλa (f,B);µν gµν
)
+
1
4
eBeλaf,B
]
,
which includes the fourth-order derivatives of the theory.
The latter energy-momentum tensor can be seen as the geometric dark-energy source which drives the dynamics
of the universe in order to explain the acceleration phases of the universe, for discussions on geometric dark-energy
models see [52, 53] and references therein.
As we saw, in general the “gravitational constant” is varying with a function of f−1 (T ). However, if we assume
now that f (T,B) is a linear function on T , that is f,T = const, that is f (T,B) = T + F (B), then we derive that
Geff = 4πG. That simplest scenario was studied for the first time in [45].
Moreover, in T + F (B) theory, the geometric dark-energy momentum tensor (13) is simplified as [46]
4πGeT (B)a λ = −
[
e(F,BB)B;µSa
µλ − 1
2
e
(
eσa (F,B)
;λ
;σ − eλa (F,B);µν gµν
)
+
1
4
e (BF,B − F ) eλa
]
(14)
or equivalently is written in the form of (5) where now the field φ describes second-order terms, that is, φ =
F (B),B, with V (φ) = (F −BF,B) . Therefore, the geometric origin for the field φ is obvious. However, because
Geff = 4πG = const. we can say that the field φ is defined in the Einstein frame, in contrary to the Scalar-tensor
theories defined in the Jordan frame.
That specific form of f (T,B)-theory it is possible to provides cosmological eras which describes the two acceleration
phases of our universe, the inflation and the late-time acceleration [45], while an epoch where the geometric dark-
energy fluid mimics an ideal gas can be recovered [46]. Another special property of the T +F (B) theory is that when
B is constant, then the gravitational field equations (11) are those of General Relativity with cosmological constant.
Furthermore, as we shall below for the T +F (B) theory in a FLRW and in a Bianchi I background it is possible to
describe the field equations by using the minisuperspace approach. Such a description is important in order to apply
mathematical methods from analytical mechanics and derive analytical solutions for the field equations.
52.2. FLRW
In the case of an isotropic and homogeneous spacetime with zero spatial curvature the line element is
ds2 = −N2 (t) dt2 + a2 (t) (dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , (15)
where a (t) is the scale-factor of the three dimensional Euclidean space and N (t) is the lapse function. The commoving
observers are uµ = 1N δ
µ
t . For the vierbein we considered the quantities
hiµ(t) = diag (N (t) , a (t) , a (t) , a (t)) . (16)
We assume that the matter source for the comoving observer is that of a perfect fluid with matter density ρm and
pressure pm; the energy momentum tensor for the comoving observers is given by the expression
T (m)aλ = (ρm + pm)uauλ + pmgαλ, (17)
while the Bianchi identity provides
ρ˙m + 3
a˙
a
(ρm + pm) = 0. (18)
Furthermore, we consider that the equation of state parameter of the matter source is constant, such that pm = wmρm,
and we impose the restriction wm ∈ [−1, 1]; hence from (18) it follows ρm (t) = ρm0a (t)−3(wm+1) .
For the frame (16) from expression (5) we calculate that the nonzero components of the energy momentum tensor
T (φ)a λ are
4πGeT (φ)t t = −
(
3
a˙φ˙
aN2
+
1
2
V (φ)
)
(19)
and
4πGeT (φ)x x = 4πGeT (φ)y y = 4πGeT (φ)z z = −
(
φ¨
N2
− φ˙N˙
N3
+
1
2
V (φ)
)
. (20)
The nonzero components of the Einstein tensor are calculated to be
G00 = −3
(
a˙
aN
)2
, Gxx = G
y
y = G
z
z = −
(
2
a¨
aN2
+
(
a˙
aN
)2
− 2 a˙N˙
aN3
)
. (21)
From expressions (19) and (20) for the comoving observer uµ we compute the energy density and the pressure of
the field φ as follows
ρφ = 3
a˙φ˙
aN2
+
1
2
V (φ) , pφ = −
(
φ¨
N2
− φ˙N˙
N3
+
1
2
V (φ)
)
and the equation of state parameter is
wDE =
pφ
ρφ
= −Nφ¨− φ˙N˙ +
1
2N
3V (φ)
3N a˙a φ˙+
1
2N
3V (φ)
. (22)
Finally, the conservation equation (8) for the field φ gives
1
6
V,φ +
a¨
a˙N2
+ 2
(
a˙
aN
)2
− a˙N˙
aN3
= 0. (23)
In the case where the lapse function N (t) is constant, i.e. N (t) = 1, the gravitational field equations (6) take the
following simple form
3H2 = 3Hφ˙+
1
2
V (φ) + ρm, (24)
62H˙ + 3H2 = φ¨+
1
2
V (φ)− pm, (25)
and the constraint equations are
1
6
V,φ + H˙ + 3H
2 = 0, (26)
ρ˙m + 3H (ρm + pm) = 0, (27)
where H = a˙a is the Hubble function. Recall, that for arbitrary lapse function the Hubble function is defined as
H (t) = a˙aN .
2.3. Minisuperspace description
Following [45] we construct a point-like Lagrange so that the field equations are derived from the Hamiltonian
variational principle of least action. The corresponding Lagrange function is
L
(
N, a, a˙, φ, φ˙
)
= − 6
N
aa˙2 +
6
N
a2a˙φ˙−Na3V (φ)− 2ρm0Na−3wm , (28)
which is a singular Lagrangian in the sense that the Hessian matrix ∂
2L
∂a˙∂φ˙
vanishes. This is to be expected because
the field equations admit second-order derivatives of the variables (a, φ), while the variable N provides the constraint
equation G00 = T
0
0 .
Without loss of generality we may consider that N = N (a, φ) . Then the field equations describe the evolution of
a canonical particle moving in a two dimensional space under the action of an effective potential. From the kinetic
term of (28) we construct the minisuperspace metric χij =
∂2L
∂a˙∂φ˙
= ∂
2L
∂q˙i∂q˙j , while the effective potential is
Veff (a, φ) = Na
3V (φ) + 2ρm0Na
−3wm . (29)
Finally the constraint equation (24) is the Hamiltonian invariant, because the field equations are autonomous, which
has a specific value. Specifically, because of the constraint the Hamiltonian vanishes.
In the case in which wm = 1 the matter source is called stiff fluid of the spacetime can it can be attributed to an
extra degree of freedom, that is, it corresponds to additional free scalar fields. That property is used to extend our
analysis in the case of the vacuum Bianchi I model.
In the following, we derive the field equations for the case of the vacuum Bianchi I universe and we show explicity
how Lagrangian (28) describes the field equations for the Bianchi I universe when ρm0 is related with the integration
constants for the anisotropic parameters of the inhomogeneous spacetime.
2.4. Bianchi I
In Bianchi I spacetime the line element in the Misner variables is written as follows,
ds2 = −N2 (t) dt2 + a2 (t)
(
e−2β+(t)dx2 + eβ+(t)+
√
3β−(t)dy2 + eβ+(t)−
√
3β−(t)dy2
)
. (30)
The latter line element admits a three dimensional abelian Killing group. Functions β+, β− are called the anisotropic
parameters [54].
We consider the diagonal frame
hiµ(t) = diag(N (t) , a(t)e
−β+(t), a(t)e
1
2 (β+(t)+
√
3β−(t)), a(t)e
1
2 (β+(t)−
√
3β−(t))), (31)
from where we calculate the invariant
T =

−6( a˙
aN
)2
+
3
2
(
β˙+
N
)2
+
3
2
(
β˙−
N
)2 (32)
7and the corresponding Lagrangian of the field equations (6) in the case of the vacuum is derived to be
L
(
N, a, a˙, φ, φ˙
)
= − 6
N
aa˙2 +
3
2
Na−3
(
a3β˙+
N
)2
+
3
2
Na−3
(
a3β˙−
N
)2
+
6
N
a2a˙φ˙−Na3V (φ) . (33)
For the Lagrangian (33) we observe that the quantities
Φ+ =
(
a3β˙+
N
)
and Φ− =
(
a3β˙−
N
)
(34)
are conservation laws, that is dΦ±dt = 0, which means that with the application of the conservation laws the dynamical
system can be reduced to that of FLRW Lagrangian (28) where ρm0 = ρm0 (Φ+,Φ−) and wm = 1.
3. CARTAN FORMALISM AND SYMMETRIES
In this section we briefly discuss the method of Cartan for the study of symmetries of Lagrange equations and
consequently of the admitted conservation laws. Because we are interested on systems of differential equations of
second-order we consider Lagrangians of the form L = L (t, xj , x˙j) where t is the independent variable, xi (t) are the
dependent variables and a dot denotes total derivative with respect to t.
From the variation of the action S =
∫
Ldt, follows the Euler Lagrange equations EL (L) = 0 where EL =
d
dt
∂
∂x˙i − ∂∂xi is the Euler-operator. Assume that the field equations are written in the form
x¨i = Λi
(
t, xj , uj
)
where ui = x˙j . We define the associated vector field A to the Lagrangian system, called the Hamiltonian flow, as
follows
A = ∂t + u
i∂i + Λ
i∂ui
where Λi = Λi
(
t, xj , uj
)
is defined by the condition
∂2L
∂ui∂uj
Λj =
∂L
∂xi
− ∂
2L
∂ui∂xj
uj − ∂
2L
∂ui∂t
. (35)
In the cotangent space we consider the basis(
de1, de2, de3
)
=
(
dxi − uidt , dui − Λidt , dt) , (36)
We note that the vector field A = ∂t + u
i∂i +Λ
i∂ui has the property
2 iA
(
de1, de2, de3
)
= (0, 0, 0) . It is easy to show
that every closed differential form df in that basis is expressed as follows
df =
∂f
∂xi
(
dxi − uidt)+ ∂f
∂ui
(
dui − Λidt)+A (f) dt. (37)
We introduce the Cartan 1-form θ [84]
θ = Ldt+ ∂L
∂ui
(
dxi − uidt) . (38)
θ is the the pullback under the Legendre transform of the fundamental one form uidx
i − Hdt in Hamiltonian
mechanics where H is the Hamiltonian. In terms of θ the equations of motions are
iA (dθ) = 0. (39)
2 The operator iA denotes the left-hook or antiderivation with respect the Hamiltonian flow.
8dθ is a 2-form called the second Cartan form which in basis (36) is expressed as follows
dθ =
∂L
∂ui∂uj
[(
dxj − ujdt) uprise (dxi − uidt)+ (dui − Λidt) uprise (dxj − ujdt)] , (40)
where uprise denotes the wedge product.
Therefore, if there exists a closed-form f , such that two Cartan one forms are related such that
θ¯ − θ = df, (41)
then θ and θ¯ describe the same field equations, because by definition d
(
θ¯ − θ) = d2f ≡ 0.
In the tangent space consider the point transformation(
t¯, x¯i, u¯i
)
=
(
t+ εξ
(
t, xj , uj
)
, xi + εηi
(
t, xj , uj
)
, ui + εζi
(
t, xj , uj
))
(42)
generated by the vector field
X = ξ
∂
∂t
+ ηi
∂
∂xi
+ ζi
∂
∂ui
. (43)
We say that X is a Cartan symmetry of the Lagrangian L if
LX (dθ) = 0 (44)
where LX denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field X .
Because LX (dθ) = d (LXθ) we conclude that the condition for a Cartan-symmetry is [82]
LX (dθ) = 0 or LX (θ) = df. (45)
where f is a function. The latter condition describes nothing else than Noether’s first theorem in the cotangent space
while it is clear that f is a boundary term and inaccurately it is characterized as a gauged function. Furthermore
using the identity LXθ = iX (dθ) + d (iXθ) we find that if X is a Cartan symmetry then LXθ = 0 and
iAd (f − iXθ) = 0 (46)
which means that the quantity (f − iXθ) is conserved. Expression (46) describes Noether’s second theorem. Finally, if
X is a Cartan symmetry then i[A,X]dθ = iALXdθ−LX (iAdθ) which means that LX (iAdθ) = 0. The latter condition
implies that Cartan symmetries leave invariant the field equations (as expected) and form a subalgebra of the Lie
symmetries of the dynamical system.
3.1. Symmetries for point-like Lagrangians
For Lagrangian L = 12gij
(
xj
)
uiuj − V (xk) the Cartan one-form is calculated to be
θ =
(
1
2
giju
iuj − V
)
dt+ giju
j
(
dxi − uidt) (47)
We consider the vector field X = ξ∂t + η
i∂i + ζ
i∂ui and require it to be a Cartan symmetry. However, since X is
also a Lie symmetry it follows that ζi is not independent but it can expressed explicitly in terms of ξ, ηi and their
derivatives3
ζi = ηi,t + u
kηi,k + Λ
kηi,uk − ui
(
ξ,t + u
kξ,k + Λ
kξ,uk
)
. (48)
3 This is possible only for holonomic dynamical systems.
9From the symmetry condition (45) it follows
LXθ =
[
gij,kη
kuj + gijζ
j
]
dxi + giju
jηi,kdx
k − 1
2
giju
iujξ,kdx
k+
+
[
−gijuiζj − 1
2
gij,kη
kuiuj + giju
jηi,t −
1
2
giju
iujξ,t − ηkVk
]
dt+
+
[
giju
jηi,uk −
1
2
giju
iujξi,uk
]
duk
= f,tdt+ f,idx
i + f,ukdu
k
from where we find the following set of equations
[
gij,kη
kuj + gijζ
j
]
δir + giju
jηi,kδ
k
r −
1
2
giju
iujξ,kδ
k
r − f,r = 0. (49)
−gijuiζj − 1
2
gij,kη
kuiuj + giju
jηi,t −
1
2
giju
iujξ,t − f,t − ηkVk = 0. (50)
giju
jηi,uk −
1
2
giju
iujξi,uk − f,uk = 0. (51)
Specific forms of the functions ξ and ηi reduce the above system to various special forms.
3.1.1. Point transformations
In this case both ξ and η are independent of ui and the resulting symmetry conditions become
V,kη
k + V ξ,t + f,t = 0 , η
i
,tgij − ξ,jV − f,j = 0 (52)
Lηgij − ξ,tgij = 0 , ξ,i = 0 , f,uk = 0 (53)
whose general solution can be found in [87]. Finally, the corresponding conservation law is linear in the velocity ui.
3.1.2. Higher-order symmetries
When ξ and η are functions ui these symmetries are called higher-order symmetries. A particular class of higher
order symmetries are the contact symmetries in which ξ and ηi are linear functions of ui. In this case it can be shown
that without loss of generality one can set ξ = 0 and ηi = Kij
(
t, xk
)
uj. If this is done then the symmetry conditions
take the simple form
K(ij),t = 0 , K(is;j) = 0 (54)
gijV
kKjk + f,i = 0 , f,t = 0 , f,uk = 0. (55)
In a similar way the symmetry conditions can be derived for other dependence of ηi on ui. In general it is easy to
show that if ηi is a polynomial of rank n on ui then the corresponding symmetry conditions are polynomials of rank
(n+ 1) on ui.
K(irs;j) = 0 , K(irs),t = 0 (56)
V kK(iks) = 0 , f = 0. (57)
While the point symmetries form a Lie algebra for the higher-order symmetries there are some differences. For
instance, if K(1), K(2) are second-rank tensor which produce two contact symmetries with boundary terms f(1) and
f(2) then it follows that [
K(1),K(2)
]
SN
(Vk) +
[
f(1);i, f(2);j
]
= KijkVk +
[
f(1);i, f(2);j
]
(58)
where
[
K(1),K(2)
]
SN
denotes the Schouten-Nijenhuis Bracket. It follows that Kijk produces a quadratic higher-order
symmetry if and only if
[
f(1);i, f(2);j
]
= 0. Therefore the commutator of two higher order symmetries produces a
higher-order symmetry of higher rank.
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In the special case that the boundary terms for contact or higher symmetries are zero, that is f(1) = f(2) = 0 , or
for noncontact higher-order symmetries, it follows that if the Lagrangian L admits the conserved quantities IA, IB ,
defined as
IA = Kij1...jau
iuj1 ...uja , IB = Tij1...jbu
iuj1 ...ujb (59)
with a, b > 1, then also the quantity
IS = Sij1...jcu
iuj1 ...ujc , c = a+ b− 1 (60)
is a conserved quantity, where S ≡ [K,T]SN .
In the following Section, we continue with the determination of the unknown parameters of the field equations (6)
so that Cartan symmetries are admitted which provide conserved quantities sufficient to prove the integrability of the
field equations and when it is feasible to write the solution in closed-form.
4. SYMMETRIES AND ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS
In the Lagrangian of the field equations (28) without loss of generality we consider that N (t) = a3wm . With that
selection the fluid term has been absorbed in the minisuperspace which simplifies our calculations. Then the Cartan
1-form which describes the field equations is calculated to be
θ =
(
−6a1−3wm a˙2 + 6a2−3wm a˙φ˙− a3(1+wm)V (φ) + 2ρm0
)
dt+
+
(
−12a1−3wm a˙+ 6a2−3wm φ˙
)
(da− a˙dt) + (6a2−3wm a˙) (dφ − φ˙dt) , (61)
and the corresponding Hamiltonian flow is
A =
∂
∂t
+ a˙
∂
∂a
+ φ˙
∂
∂φ
+
(
(3w − 2) a˙
2
a
+
a1+6w
6
V,φ
)
∂a˙+
+
(
3 (w − 1)
(
a˙
a
)2
+
a6w(3 (w + 1)V + 2V,φ)
6
)
∂φ˙. (62)
The field equations have four degrees of freedom
(
a, a˙, φ, φ˙
)
, with the constraint equation, the conservation law
of “energy” to be zero, that is the Hamiltonian H = 0. Hence, the determination of a second conservation law is
sufficient to prove the integrability of the field equations, as defined by Liouville4. Recall, that the second conservation
law should be linearly independent from the Hamiltonian and in involution.
Another important question is which kind of symmetries have to be used for the determination of integrable systems.
For instance there are different systems which admit point symmetries and other higher-order symmetries. However
these two sets of systems are not independent and the systems which admit point symmetries are included in the
systems which admit higher-order symmetries. This is easy to show by using the inverse problem to construct the
symmetry vector from the conservation law.
The inverse problem says that if Φ is a constant of motion for a system with Cartan 1-form θ, then there exists a
vector field X such that LXθ = d (F + iXθ), that is, X is a Cartan symmetry, while any vector field Y = X + λA is
also a Cartan symmetry which produces the same conservation law. Hence, all point symmetries generate conservation
laws linear in the velocities. However any function of a conservation law is also a conservation law which means that
if ΦP is a conservation law generated by a point symmetry then ΦC = (ΦP )
2
is a conservation law associated with
a contact symmetry. Hence, we prefer to work with the higher-order symmetries and specifically with the Cartan
symmetries generated by contact transformations. We omit the calculations for the derivation of Cartan symmetries
and their corresponding conservation laws and we continue with the direct presentation of the results.
4.1. Classification of Cartan symmetries
We find that there are some differences between the potentials and the conservation laws for wm 6= 1 and wm = 1.
4 In the following, with the term integrability we mean Liouville integrability.
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4.1.1. Non stiff fluid wm 6= 1
In particular for wm 6= 1 we find that the scalar field potentials for which the field equations admit Cartan
symmetries generated by the contact transformations are the following
VA (φ) = V1φ+ V0, (63)
VB (φ) = V1e
−3(wm+1)φ + V2e−6wmφ. (64)
and
VC (φ) = V1e
−3(1+wm)φ + V2e−
3
2 (3+wm) (65)
The conservation law which corresponds to the potential VA (φ) is
IA = a
4−6wm a˙2 +
V1
18
a6 (66)
while for the potential VB (φ) the additional conservation law is
IB =
(
a˙− aφ˙
a
)2
+
(wm − 1)
6wm
V2
(
ae−φ
)6wm
for wm 6= 0, (67)
or
I0B =
(
a˙
a
− φ˙
)2
− V2 (ln a− φ) for wm = 0. (68)
For the potential VC (φ) the extra conservation law is
IC = a
1−3wm (2 + 3 (1− wm) (φ− ln a)) a˙2 − 3a2−3wm (1 + (1− wm) (φ− ln a)) a˙φ˙+
+ a3(1−wm)φ˙2 +
V1
6 (1 + wm)
(
2 + 3
(
w2m − 1
)
(ln a− φ)) a3(1+wm)e−3(1+wm)φ+
+
V2
6
(1 + 3 (1− wm) (φ− ln a)) a3(1+wm)e− 32 (3+wm)φ. (69)
4.1.2. Stiff fluid wm = 1
When wm = 1, that is, the matter source is that of stiff fluid the symmetry analysis provides us with the potential
VD = V1e
−3φ, (70)
and VA (φ) of expression (63).
The corresponding conservation laws are IA given by expression (66) and
ID =
(
2
a˙
a
− φ˙
)2
− 2
3
V1a
6e−3φ, (71)
We proceed with the construction of the analytical solutions for the field equations.
4.2. Analytic solutions
There are various ways to describe the solution of a system of differential equations. Usually when we refer to a
solution we mean that there exists an explicit formula which relates the dependent and the independent variables.
If that formula admits free parameters less from the number of degrees of freedom of the system, the solution is
characterized as a special solution, because it is a solution for specific families of initial conditions.
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However the existence of an explicit formula, that is a closed-form solution, it is not always possible. For instance
the solution of the well-known Abel equation cannot be written always in closed-form expression. Another context
to express the solution of a dynamical system is to find the equivalent reduced system. If the latter system can be
integrated by quadratures then we can construct the closed-form solution for the original system; however, in general
this is not possible.
Concerning our problem we have to reduce the field equations to a system of two-first order equations. Indeed the
constraint equation and the conservation laws that we determined are sufficient to be described as the solution of
the field equations. However in order to simplify the expressions we follow the method of Hamilton-Jacobi, for more
details on the Hamilton-Jacobi method of two-dimensional systems see [88, 89].
4.2.1. Potential VA (φ)
For the potential VA (φ) we prefer to work with the equation of motions. In order to simplify the equations we
perform the coordinate transformation
a = eχ , φ = χ+ ψ (72)
and the field equations become
6e3(1−wm)χχ˙ψ˙ − e3(1+wm)χ (V0 + V1 (χ+ ψ))− 2ρm0 = 0 (73)
χ¨+ 3 (1− wm) χ˙2 + V1e6wmχ = 0 (74)
ψ¨ +
1
6
e3wmχ (V1 + 3 (1 + wm) (V0 + V1 (χ+ ψ))) = 0. (75)
We focus on equation (74) which is that of the scale factor. We see that it can be written as follows
χ˙2 =
1
3
e−6(1−wm)χ
(
3χ0 − V1e6χ
)
, (76)
Hence the explicit form of the Hubble function can be calculated, that is,
H2 (a) = a−6wm
(
a˙
a
)2
=
(
χ0a
−6 − V1
3
)
. (77)
which means that V1 is the cosmological constant and the integration constant χ0 is the energy density of the stiff
fluid which is introduced by the theory. Recall that the Hubble function in general is defined as H (t) = 1N
a˙
a
4.2.2. Potential VB (φ)
For the second potential, namely VB (φ), we select the new coordinates
φ = ln a+ ψ (78)
where the solution of the Hamilton Jacobi equation for wm 6= 0 is given as follows
S (a, ψ) =
√
6a3(1−wm)
√
V2 (1− wm) e−6wmψ + 6wmIB
3
√
wm (1− wm)
−√6wm
∫
2ρm0e
3wmψ + V1e
−3ψ√
6wmIBe6wmψ + V2 (1− wm)
dψ , wm 6= 0 (79)
which is clear that the system is supported by a Lie surface.
Furthermore in the new coordinates the reduced system is
a2−3wm a˙ =
pψ
6
, a2−3wmψ˙ =
pa
6a2
. (80)
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In the special case in which the matter source is dust, that is, wm = 0, the solution of the Hamilton Jacobi equation
takes the simplest form
S (a, ψ) = 2a3
√
(I0B − V2ψ) +
4ρm0
V2
√
(I0B − V2ψ) +
2√
3V2
D


√
3 (I0B − V2ψ)
V2

 (81)
where D (x) is the Dawson function, D (x) = e−x
2 ∫
ex
2
dx2.
For wm = 0, that is N (t) = 1, the reduced system (80) with the use of (81) becomes
6a2a˙ = −2ρm0 + V1e
−3ψ√
(I0B − V2ψ)
, ψ˙ =
√
(I0B − V2ψ) (82)
that is
ψ (t) =
I0B
V2
− V2
4
(t− t0)2 (83)
and
a3 =
2ρm0
(−V2) ln t+
1
2
V1e
−3 I
0
B
V2
(−V2) Ei
(
3
4
(−V2) t2
)
(84)
where Ei (t) is the exponential integral function. Finally we see that when Ei (t) dominates the scale factor is
approximated by the term
a (t) ≃ exp (a1t2) . (85)
4.2.3. Potential VC (φ)
We perform the coordinate transformation
a = r
1
3(1−wm) , φ =
1
3 (1− wm) ln (r) + ψ (86)
which gives the Hamilton Jacobi equation
(wm − 1)
(
∂S
∂r
)(
∂S
∂ψ
)
− 4ρm0 − 2V1e−3(1+wm)ψ − 2V2√
r
e−
3
2 (3+wm)ψ = 0. (87)
where now it follows
r˙ =
1
2
(1− wm) pψ , ψ˙ = 1
2
(1− wm) pr. (88)
Hence, the action is calculated to be
S (u, v) =
2
√
2re−
3
2 (1+wm)ψ
√
V1 (1− wm) + 2e3(1+w)ψ (1 + wm) (3IC − (1− 3ψ (w − 1)) ρm0)√
3
√
(1 + wm) (wm − 1)
+
+
∫
6V2
√
(1 + w)e
3
2 (1+wm)ψ√
6
√
V1 (1− wm) + 2e3(1+w)ψ (1 + wm) (3IC − (1− 3ψ (w − 1)) ρm0)
dψ. (89)
In the special limit in which ρm0 = 0 and IBC = 0, the action takes the simplest form
S (u, v) =
2
√
2V1re
− 32ψ(1+wm)
3 (1− w2m)
−
√
2 (1 + wm)V2e
−3ψ
√
3V1(1−w2m)
. (90)
From the latter action and for dust fluid we take the following reduced system
r˙ =
√
6V2
2
√
V1
e−3ψ −
√
6e−
3
2ψ
√
V1r , ψ˙ =
√
2V1√
r
e−
3
2ψ (91)
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from where we can see that for large values of r, that is for large value of the scale factor ψ˙ ≃ 0, which means that
r˙ ≃ c1 − c2
√
r, (92)
that is, the Hubble function is approximated by the closed-form expression
H (a) ≃
(
c1a
−3(1−wm) − c2a
−3(1−wm)
2
)
. (93)
4.2.4. Potential VD (φ)
For the last potential and for wm = 1, we find that the normal coordinates are
a = eχ , φ = 2χ+ ψ (94)
where the reduced system takes the form
χ˙ =
pψ
6
, ψ˙ =
pχ − 2pψ
6
. (95)
The corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
(
∂S
∂ψ
)2
−
(
∂S
∂χ
)(
∂S
∂ψ
)
− 6e−3ψV1 − 12ρm0 = 0, (96)
while the conservation law (
∂S
∂ψ
)2
= 36I¯D. (97)
From the above we find the action to be
S (χ, ψ) =
√
I¯D0χ+
√
I¯D
2
ψ +
√(
I¯D − 48ρm0
)
+ 24V1e−3ψ
3
+
−
√(
I¯D − 48ρm0
)
3
arctanh


√(
I¯D − 48ρm0
)
+ 24V1e−3ψ√(
I¯D − 48ρm0
)

 . (98)
The solution of the field equations can be written in closed form and the scale factor is determined to be
a (t) = a0e
ω0t
(
1− 6V1ω1e−3ω1t
)− 13 (99)
where ω0, ω1 are related with I¯D and ρm0. From the above solution, we observe that at late time the solution is
exponential, a (t) ≃ a0eω0t for ω1 > 0, and for N (t) =const., that is, wm = 0, the future solution it corresponds to
the de Sitter universe while Ωm0 = 0.
In the case where ω0 = ω1 and wm = 0, from (99) we find the closed-form expression of the Hubble function in
terms of the scale factor, that is,
H (a) =
1
12 (a0)
3
(−V1)
+ 2ω0a
−3 +
√
1 + 24 (a0)
3
ω0 (−V1) a−3
12 (a0)
3
(−V1)
. (100)
This explicitly Hubble function is used as a toy model to study the late-time acceleration of the universe. In Fig. 1,
the qualitative evolution of the equation of state parameter for the solution (100) is presented for various values of
the free parameters.
We continue our analysis with the analysis of the critical points for the field equations.
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FIG. 1: Qualitative evolution of the effective equation of state parameter weff for the Hubble function (100). Left fig. is
the evolution with respect the scale factor for a0 = 1, ω0 = 0.1 and V1 = −
1
2
10−3 (solid line), V1 = −10
−2 (dash-dash line),
V1 = −2 10
−2 (dot-dot line) and V1 = −3 10
−2 (dash-dot line). Right figure is the contour plot of weff with respect to the
free parameters V1 and ω0 at the scale factor a = 1.
5. THE EVOLUTION OF THE FLAT FLRW SPACETIME ON A PHASE SPACE
From equation (24) one immediately sees that the Hubble function H (t) can cross the value H (t) = 0, from
negative to positive values, or vice-versa, since ρφ can be negative due the friction term 3Hφ˙. Additionally, the
effective potential V (φ) is not necessarily non-negative.
We introduce the new variables [90]:
x =
φ˙√
(H2 + 1)
, y =
V (φ)
6(H2 + 1)
, z =
H√
H2 + 1
, (101)
which are related through the relation
Ωmz
2 = z(z − x)− y. (102)
where Ωm ≡ ρm3H2 is not necessarily bounded, since ρφ and the effective potential V (φ) is not necessarily non-negative.
Although, the interval Ωm ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to physically reasonable matter. We have assumed wm ∈ [−1, 1].
The evolution equations (24)-(27), are written in its autonomous form:
x′ = −3wm(z(x− z) + y)− y(λ(xz − 2) + 3) + 3z2(xz − 1), (103a)
y′ = y
[
6z3 − λ(x+ 2yz)] , (103b)
z′ =
(
z2 − 1) (3z2 − λy) , (103c)
λ′ = −h(λ)x. (103d)
where the prime means derivative with respect to a new time variable defined by
f ′ ≡ df
dτ
=
f˙√
H2 + 1
,
and λ = −V,φV , h (λ) = λ2
(
V,φφ
(V,φ)
2 − 1
)
.
For the choice z = +1 are recovered the equations investigated in [45]. From (103b) it follows that the sign of y
(i.e., the sign of V (φ)) is invariant for the flow. Furthermore, by definition, z has the same sign with H , and from
(103c) we have that z′|z=0 = λy, which has not a definite sign. Observe that z = ±1 defines two invariant sets.
Additionally, z > 0 corresponds to expanding universe, whereas z < 0 corresponds to contracting universes. Since
the sign of z is in general not invariant for the flow, the region of the phase space z = 0 can be crossed which implies
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the existence of a transition from contracting, to expanding universes and viceversa. Furthermore, the system (103a)-
(103c) is form invariant under the discrete symmetry (x, z, τ) → (−x,−z,−τ). So that, the fixed points related by
this symmetry have the opposite dynamical behavior. This implies that we can investigate just the dynamics in the
region x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0. However, we prefer to investigate the full region of the phase space, although, in the numerical
examples we present the phase portraits for z > 0 which corresponds to the region of cosmological interest since this
leads to a phase of late accelerated expansion.
Finally, to extract some cosmological implications of the model at hand, we use the observables
Ωφ =
ρφ
3H2
, q = −1− H˙
H2
, (104)
which satisfy
Ωφ =
xz + y
z2
, q = 2− λy
z2
, (105)
are well-defined for z 6= 0.
5.1. Exponential potential
Let us consider the model in which λ′ is identically zero, that is h(λ) = 0, so that, we obtain the effective potential
V = V0e
−λφ. We study the 3D dynamical system (103a), (103b), (103c), for λ constant. In the following we consider
wm ∈ [−1, 1]. This case contains the potential VD given by (70) (see subsubsection 4.1.2) as the particular case λ = 3.
5.1.1. Description of the fixed points at the finite region of the phase space.
The (lines of) fixed points of the 3D dynamical system (103a), (103b), (103c), for λ constant are the following:
1. The line A : (x, y, z) = (xc, 0, 0), that contains the origin of coordinates. We cannot evaluate directly the
expressions (105) at these points. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103a), (103b), (103c) around the fixed
point are 0, 0,−λxc. Thus, it is nonhyperbolic.
2. The point B : (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0). We cannot evaluate directly the expressions (105) at this point. The eigen-
values of the linearization of (103a), (103b), (103c) around the fixed point are 0, 0, 0. Thus, it is nonhyperbolic.
3. The line of fixed points C(zc) : (x, y, z) =
(
0, z2c , zc
)
, zc ∈ [−1, 1], exists for λ = 3. Evaluating the expressions
(105) we find Ωφ = 1, q = −1. Thus, this represents a line of de-Sitter solutions. The eigenvalues of the
linearization of (103a), (103b), (103c) around the line of fixed points are 0,−3zc,−3(wm + 1)zc. Thus, it is
nonhyperbolic.
(a) The stable manifold of C(zc) is 2D for 0 < zc ≤ 1, wm > −1.
(b) The unstable manifold of C(zc) is 2D for −1 ≤ zc < 0, wm > −1.
4. C(zc) contains the special point D
± : (x, y, z) = (0, 1, ǫ) , ǫ = ±1. Evaluating the expressions (105) we find
Ωφ = 1, q = −1. Thus, this represents the endpoints of the previous line of de-Sitter solutions. The eigenvalues
of the linearization of (103a), (103b), (103c) around the fixed point are 0,−3ǫ,−3(wm + 1)ǫ. Thus, it is
nonhyperbolic.
(a) The stable manifold of D+ is 2D for wm > −1.
(b) The unstable manifold if D− is 2D for wm > −1.
5. The points E± : (x, y, z) = (ǫ, 0, ǫ) , ǫ = ±1. Evaluating the expressions (105) we find Ωφ = 1, q = 2. So, they
represents stiff solutions. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103a), (103b), (103c) around the fixed point
are 6ǫ, 3ǫ(1− wm), ǫ [6− λ].
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for wm = 1 or λ = 6.
(b) The fixed point E+ (respectively, E−) is a source (respectively, a sink), for wm < 1, λ < 6.
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FIG. 2: Array of phase portraits for the restriction of the dynamical system (103) for the exponential potential (i.e., λ is a
constant and h ≡ 0) on the invariant set z = +1 for a pressureless perfect fluid (wm = 0), a radiation fluid (w =
1
3
), and a stiff
fluid (wm = 1) for λ = −3 and λ = 1. The dotted (blue) line denotes the invariant set y = 0, whereas the region enclosed by
the dot-dashed (red) line corresponds to the physical portion of the phase space.
(c) They are saddle otherwise.
6. The points F± : (x, y, z) =
(
ǫ 3[wm+1]λ ,− 3[wm−1]2λ , ǫ
)
, ǫ = ±1. Evaluating the expressions (105)
we find Ωφ =
3(wm+3)
2λ , q =
1
2 (3wm + 1). So, they represent perfect fluid scaling solutions.
The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103a), (103b), (103c) around the fixed point are 3(wm +
1)ǫ, 14ǫ
(
3wm − 3−
√
3
√
(1 − wm)(−16λ+ 21wm + 75)
)
,
1
4ǫ
(
3wm − 3 +
√
3
√
(1− wm)(−16λ+ 21wm + 75)
)
.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either wm = −1, or λ = 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1.
(b) they are saddle otherwise.
7. The points G± : (x, y, z) =
(
ǫ
[
2− 6λ
]
, 6λ − 1, ǫ
)
, ǫ = ±1. Evaluating the expressions (105) we find Ωφ = 1, q =
λ− 4. So, they represent accelerating solutions for λ < 4. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103a), (103b),
(103c) around the fixed point are (λ− 6)ǫ, 2(λ− 3)ǫ, ǫ(2λ− 3wm − 9).
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either λ = 6 or λ = 3 or λ = 3(wm+3)2 .
(b) The fixed point G+ (respectively, G−) is a sink (respectively, a source) for wm > −1, λ < 3.
(c) The fixed point G+ (respectively, G−) is a source (respectively, a sink) for wm ≤ 1, λ > 6.
(d) They are saddle otherwise.
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FIG. 3: Array of phase portraits for the restriction of the dynamical system (103) for the exponential potential (i.e., λ is a
constant and h ≡ 0) on the invariant set z = +1 a pressureless perfect fluid (wm = 0), radiation (wm =
1
3
), and a stiff fluid
(wm = 1) for the bifurcation parameters λ = 3, λ = 6. The dotted (blue) line denotes the invariant set y = 0, whereas the
region enclosed by the dot-dashed (red) line corresponds to the physical portion of the phase space. For λ = 3 the points D+
and G+ coincides. For λ = 6, wm = 1 the points D
+, F+ and G+ coincides.
5.1.2. Description of the fixed points at infinity.
For the description of the points at infinity we introduce the variables
x =
1
ρ
cosψ, y =
1
ρ
sinψ, (106)
and the time reescaling f ′ → ρf ′. Defining the new variables
X =
x√
1 + x2 + y2
, Y =
y√
1 + x2 + y2
, (107)
we obtain that the (lines of) fixed points at infinity are:
1. The 2-parametric setH(ψ, zc) : (X,Y, z) = (cosψ, sinψ, zc) , ψ ∈ [0, 2π], which exist for λ = 0. The eigenvalues
are 0, 0, 0. The set is nonhyperbolic.
2. The points I± : (X,Y, z) =
(√
2
2 ǫ,−
√
2
2 , ǫ
)
, ǫ = ±1. The eigenvalues are √2λǫ,−
√
2λǫ
2 ,
√
2λǫ
2 . Thus, they are
saddles.
3. The points J± : (X,Y, z) =
(
−
√
2
2 ǫ,
√
2
2 , ǫ
)
, ǫ = ±1. The eigenvalues are −√2λǫ,−λ
√
2ǫ
2 ,
λ
√
2ǫ
2 . Thus, they are
saddles.
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4. The lines ±K(zc) : (X,Y, z) = (±1, 0, zc), where the left subscript denotes de sign of x. The eigenvalues are
0, 0,∓λ. Thus, these lines are nonhyperbolic.
5. The lines L± : (X,Y, z) = (0, 1, ǫ), ǫ = ±1. The eigenvalues are −2λǫ, λǫ, 2λǫ. Thus, they are saddles.
6. The lines M± : (X,Y, z) = (0,−1, ǫ), ǫ = ±1. The eigenvalues are −2λǫ,−λǫ, 2λǫ. Thus, they are saddles.
We finish this section with a discussion of some numerical examples. In the figure 2 it is presented an array of
phase portraits for the restriction of the dynamical system (103) for the exponential potential (i.e., λ is a constant and
h ≡ 0) on the invariant set z = +1 for a pressureless perfect fluid (wm = 0), a radiation fluid (w = 13 ), and a stiff fluid
(wm = 1) for λ = −3 and λ = 1. The dotted (blue) line denotes the invariant set y = 0, whereas the region enclosed
by the dot-dashed (red) line corresponds to the physical portion of the phase space. Furthermore, in Figure 3 it is
presented an array of phase portraits for the restriction of the dynamical system (103) for the exponential potential
(i.e., λ is a constant and h ≡ 0) on the invariant set z = +1 a pressureless perfect fluid (wm = 0), radiation (wm = 13 ),
and a stiff fluid (wm = 1) for the bifurcation parameters λ = 3, λ = 6. The dotted (blue) line denotes the invariant
set y = 0, whereas the region enclosed by the dot-dashed (red) line corresponds to the physical portion of the phase
space. For λ = 3 the points D+ and G+ coincides. For λ = 6, wm = 1 the points D
+, F+ and G+ coincides.
5.2. Beyond the Exponential Potential
We continue our analysis with the case of a non-exponential potential in which the dynamical system is 4D.
5.2.1. Description of the fixed points at the finite region of the phase space.
The (lines of) fixed points of the 4D system (103) with finite coordinates are:
1. The line A : (x, y, z, λ) = (xc, 0, 0, 0), h(0) = 0. We cannot evaluate directly the expressions (105) at these
points. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103) around the line of fixed point are 0, 0, 0,−xch′(0). Thus, it
is nonhyperbolic.
2. The line B : (x, y, z, λ) = (0, 0, 0, λc). We cannot evaluate directly the expressions (105) at these points. The
eigenvalues of the linearization of (103) around the line of fixed points are 0, 0, 0, 0. Thus, it is nonhyperbolic.
3. The line of fixed points C(zc) : (x, y, z, λ) =
(
0, z2c , zc, 3
)
, zc ∈ [−1, 1]. Evaluating the expressions (105) we find
Ωφ = 1, q = −1. Thus, this represents a line of de-Sitter solutions. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103)
around the line of fixed points are 0,−3(wm + 1)zc,− 12
(
3 +
√
9− 8h(3)
)
zc,− 12
(
3−
√
9− 8h(3)
)
zc.
(a) The stable manifold of C(zc) is 3D for 0 < zc ≤ 1, wm > −1, h(3) > 0.
(b) The unstable manifold of C(zc) is 3D for −1 ≤ zc < 1, wm > −1, h(3) > 0.
4. C(zc) contains the special point D
± : (x, y, z, λ) = (0, 1, ǫ, 3), ǫ = ±1. Evaluating the expressions (105) we find
Ωφ = 1, q = −1, such that they are de Sitter solutions. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103) around the
fixed points are
0,−3(wm + 1)ǫ,− 12
(
3 +
√
9− 8h(3)
)
ǫ,− 12
(
3−
√
9− 8h(3)
)
ǫ.
(a) The stable manifold of D+ is 3D for wm > −1, h(3) > 0.
(b) The unstable manifold of D− is 3D for wm > −1, h(3) > 0.
5. The points E±(λˆ) : (x, y, z, λ) =
(
ǫ, 0, ǫ, λˆ
)
, ǫ = ±1, and the values λˆ satisfy h(λˆ) = 0. Evaluating the
expressions (105) we find Ωφ = 1, q = 2. So, they represents stiff solutions. The eigenvalues of the linearization
of (103) around the fixed points are 6ǫ, 3(1− wm)ǫ,
(
6− λˆ
)
ǫ,−ǫh′(λˆ).
(a) They are nonhyperbolic for wm = 1, or λˆ = 6, or h
′(λˆ) = 0.
(b) The fixed points E+(λˆ) (respectively, E−(λˆ)) are sources (respectively, sinks), for wm < 1, λˆ < 6, h′(λˆ) < 0.
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(c) They are saddle otherwise.
6. The points F±(λˆ) : (x, y, z, λ) =
(
ǫ 3[wm+1]
λˆ
,− 3[wm−1]
2λˆ
, ǫ, λˆ
)
, ǫ = ±1, and the values λˆ 6= 0 satisfy h(λˆ) = 0.
Evaluating the expressions (105) we find Ωφ =
3(wm+3)
2λˆ
, q = 12 (3wm+1). So, they represent perfect fluid scaling
solutions. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103) around the fixed points are 3(wm + 1)ǫ,
− 14ǫ
(
3− 3wm −
√
3
√
(1− wm)
(
−16λˆ+ 21wm + 75
))
,
− 14ǫ
(
3− 3wm +
√
3
√
(1− wm)
(
−16λˆ+ 21wm + 75
))
, − 3(wm+1)ǫh′(λˆ)
λˆ
.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either wm = −1, or λˆ = 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1, or h′(λˆ) = 0
(b) They are saddle otherwise.
7. The points G±(λˆ) : (x, y, z, λ) =
(
ǫ
[
2− 6
λˆ
]
, 6
λˆ
− 1, ǫ, λˆ
)
, ǫ = ±1, and the values λˆ 6= 0 satisfy
h(λˆ) = 0. Evaluating the expressions (105) we find Ωφ = 1, q = λˆ − 4. So, they represent accel-
erating solutions for λˆ < 4. The eigenvalues of the linearization of (103) around the fixed points are(
λˆ− 6
)
ǫ, 2
(
λˆ− 3
)
ǫ, ǫ
(
2λˆ− 3wm − 9
)
,− 2(λˆ−3)ǫh
′(λˆ)
λˆ
.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either λˆ = 6 or λˆ = 3 or λˆ = 3(wm+3)2 or h
′(λˆ) = 0.
(b) The fixed point is F+ (respectively, F−) is a sink (respectively, a source) for
i. wm > −1, λˆ < 0, h′(λˆ) > 0 or
ii. wm > −1, 0 < λˆ < 3, h′(λˆ) < 0
(c) F+ (respectively, F−) is a source (respectively, a sink) for
i. wm ≤ 1, λˆ > 6, h′(λˆ) < 0
(d) they are saddle otherwise.
5.2.2. Description of the fixed points at infinity.
For the description of the points when x2 + y2 →∞ we introduce the variables
x =
1
ρ
cosψ, y =
1
ρ
sinψ,
and the time rescaling f ′ → ρf ′.
The (lines of) fixed points at infinity are:
1. The 2-parametric set H(ψ, zc) : (X,Y, z, λ) = (cosψ, sinψ, zc, 0) , ψ ∈ [0, 2π], which exist for functions h
satisfying , h(0) = 0. The eigenvalues are 0, 0, 0,−h′(0) cosψ.
2. The points I±(λˆ) : (X,Y, z, λ) =
(√
2
2 ǫ,−
√
2
2 , ǫ, λˆ
)
, ǫ = ±1, and the values λˆ satisfy h(λˆ) = 0. The eigenvalues
are − λˆǫ√
2
, λˆǫ√
2
,
√
2λˆǫ,− ǫh
′(λˆ)√
2
. Thus they are saddles.
3. The points J±(λˆ) : (X,Y, z, λ) =
(
−
√
2
2 ǫ,
√
2
2 , ǫ, λˆ
)
, ǫ = ±1, and the values λˆ satisfy h(λˆ) = 0. The eigenvalues
are − λˆǫ√
2
, λˆǫ√
2
,−√2λˆǫ, ǫh
′(λˆ)√
2
. Thus they are saddles.
4. The lines ±K(zc, λˆ) : (X,Y, z, λ) =
(
ǫ, 0, zc, λˆ
)
, where the left subscript denotes de sign of x, and the values λˆ
satisfy h(λˆ) = 0. The eigenvalues are 0, 0,∓λˆǫ,∓ǫh′(λˆ). Thus, these lines are nonhyperbolic.
5. The lines L±(λc) : (X,Y, z, λ) = (0, 1, ǫ, λc), ǫ = ±1. These lines of fixed points exists independently of the
functional form of h. The eigenvalues are −2λǫ, λǫ, 2λǫ, 0. They are normally hyperbolic and behaves like
saddles.
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6. The lines M±(λc) : (X,Y, z, λ) = (0,−1, ǫ, λc), ǫ = ±1. These lines of fixed points exists independently of the
functional form of h. The eigenvalues are −2λǫ,−λǫ, 2λǫ, 0. They are normally hyperbolic and behaves like
saddles.
5.2.3. Some specific potentials
In this section we discuss some examples.
Example 1: For the potential V (φ) = V0e
−σφ + V1, σ 6= 0 and h ≡ −λ(λ − σ). Observe that the system is form
invariant under the discrete symmetry (x, z, τ) → (−x,−z,−τ). So that, the fixed points related by this symmetry
have the opposite dynamical behavior. The coordinates (x, y, z, λ) of the fixed points and eigenvalues of Eqs. (103)
with h ≡ −λ(λ− σ) in the finite portion phase space with x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 are the following:
1. A : (x, 0, 0, 0) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0,−xσ. They are nonhyperbolic.
2. A(σ) : (x, 0, 0, σ) with eigenvalues 0, 0,−xσ, x. They are nonhyperbolic (behaves as saddle since two eigenvalues
has opposite signs).
3. B : (0, 0, 0, λ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. Thus, they are nonhyperbolic.
4. B(σ) : (0, 0, 0, σ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
5. C(z) :
(
0, z2, z, 3
)
with eigenvalues 0,−3(wm + 1)z,− 12z
(√
81− 24σ + 3),
1
2z
(√
81− 24σ − 3).
(a) The stable manifold of C(z) is 3D for 0 < z < 1, wm > −1, σ > 3.
(b) The unstable manifold of C(z) is 3D for −1 < z < 0, wm > −1, σ > 3.
This line contains the points D±. Due the relevance of this lines in the cosmological setting (since they corre-
sponds to de Sitter solutions), we proceed forward to analyze their stability using the Center Manifold Theory.
6. E+(0) : (1, 0, 1, 0) with eigenvalues 6, 6, 3− 3wm,−σ. Thus, it is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) Source for wm < 1, σ < 0.
(c) Saddle otherwise.
7. E+(σ) : (1, 0, 1, σ) with eigenvalues {6, 3− 3wm, 6− σ, σ}. Thus, it is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm = 1, or σ = 6.
(b) Source for wm < 1, 0 < σ < 6.
(c) Saddle otherwise.
8. F+(σ) :
(
3(wm+1)
σ ,− 3(wm−1)2σ , 1, σ
)
with eigenvalues 3(wm + 1), 3(wm + 1),
1
4
(
3wm − 3−
√
3(1− wm)(21wm − 16σ + 75)
)
,
1
4
(
3wm − 3 +
√
3(1− wm)(21wm − 16σ + 75)
)
.
(a) F+(σ) is nonhyperbolic for either wm = −1, or σ = 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1.
(b) It is saddle otherwise.
9. G+(σ) :
(
2(σ−3)
σ ,
6−σ
σ , 1, σ
)
with eigenvalues σ − 6, 2(σ − 3), 2(σ − 3),−3wm + 2σ − 9. Thus, it is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for σ ∈ (3, 6, 32 (3 + wm)).
(b) Source for wm ≤ 1, σ > 6, or wm > 1, σ > 3(wm+3)2 .
(c) Sink for wm ≤ −1, σ < 3(wm+3)2 , or wm > −1, σ < 3.
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(d) Saddle otherwise.
Example 2: Power-law potential V (φ) = (µφ)
k
k with h ≡ −λ
2
k . This case contains the potential VA defined by (63)
and discussed in subsubsection 4.1.1, for the particular choice k = 1, V1 = µ, V0 = 0. As before, the system is form
invariant under the discrete symmetry (x, z, τ)→ (−x,−z,−τ), so that, we can investigate just the dynamics in the
region x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0. The coordinates (x, y, z, λ) of the fixed points and the eigenvalues for Eqs. (103) with h ≡ −λ2k
in the finite portion phase space with x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 are the following:
1. A : (x, 0, 0, 0) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0; thus, it is nonhyperbolic.
2. B : (0, 0, 0, λ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0; thus, it is nonhyperbolic.
3. C(z) :
(
0, z2, z, 3
)
with eigenvalues
0,−3(wm + 1)z,−
3
(
k+
√
k(k+8)
)
z
2k ,−
3
(
k−
√
k(k+8)
)
z
2k .
(a) The stable manifold is 3D for z > 0,−1 < wm ≤ 1, k ≤ −8.
(b) The unstable manifold is 3D for z < 0,−1 < wm ≤ 1, k ≤ −8.
This line contains the points D±.
4. E+(0) : (1, 0, 1, 0) with {6, 6, 0, 3− 3wm}; thus, it is nonhyperbolic.
Since all the fixed points are nonhyperbolic we rely on numerical inspection. However, for the line of de Sitter
solutions C(z) we implement the Center Manifold computation.
Example 3: Hyperbolic Potential V (φ) = V0(cosh(ξφ) − 1), ξ 6= 0, and h ≡ − 12
(
λ2 − ξ2). As before, the system
is form invariant under the discrete symmetry (x, z, τ)→ (−x,−z,−τ), so that, we can investigate just the dynamics
in the region x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0. The coordinates (x, y, z, λ) of the fixed points and eigenvalues for Eqs. (103) with
h ≡ − 12
(
λ2 − ξ2) in the finite portion phase space with x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 are given by:
1. A(−ξ) : (x, 0, 0,−ξ) with eigenvalues 0, 0,−xξ, xξ. They are nonhyperbolic (behaves a saddles).
2. A(ξ) : (x, 0, 0, ξ) with eigenvalues 0, 0,−xξ, xξ. They are nonhyperbolic (behaves a saddles).
3. B : (0, 0, 0, λ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. They are nonhyperbolic.
4. B(−ξ) : (0, 0, 0,−ξ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
5. B(ξ) : (0, 0, 0, ξ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
6. C(z) :
(
0, z2, z, 3
)
with eigenvalues
0,−3(wm + 1)z, z2
(
−3−
√
45− 4ξ2
)
, z2
(
−3 +
√
45− 4ξ2
)
.
(a) The stable manifold is 3D for z > 0,−1 < wm ≤ 1,− 3
√
5
2 ≤ ξ < −3 or z > 0,−1 < wm ≤ 1, 3 < ξ ≤ 3
√
5
2 .
(b) The unstable manifold is 3D for z < 0,−1 < wm ≤ 1,− 3
√
5
2 ≤ ξ < −3 or z < 0,−1 < wm ≤ 1, 3 < ξ ≤ 3
√
5
2 .
This line contains the points D±.
7. E+(−ξ) : (1, 0, 1,−ξ) with eigenvalues 6, 3− 3wm,−ξ, ξ + 6. It is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm = 1, or ξ = −6.
(b) source for −6 < ξ < 0, wm < 1.
(c) saddle otherwise.
8. E+(ξ) : (1, 0, 1, ξ) with eigenvalues 6, 3− 3wm, 6− ξ, ξ. It is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm = 1, or ξ = 6.
(b) source for 0 < ξ < 6, wm < 1.
(c) saddle otherwise.
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9. F+(−ξ) :
(
− 3(wm+1)ξ , 3(wm−1)2ξ , 1,−ξ
)
with eigenvalues
3(wm + 1), 3(wm + 1),
3(wm−1)−
√
3
√
−(wm−1)(21wm+16ξ+75)
4 ,
3(wm−1)+
√
3
√
−(wm−1)(21wm+16ξ+75)
4 .
(a) F+(−ξ) is nonhyperbolic for either wm = −1, or ξ = − 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1.
(b) It is saddle otherwise.
10. F+(ξ) :
(
3(wm+1)
ξ ,− 3(wm−1)2ξ , 1, ξ
)
with eigenvalues
3(wm + 1), 3(wm + 1),
3(wm−1)−
√
3
√
−(wm−1)(21wm−16ξ+75)
4 ,
3(wm−1)+
√
3
√
−(wm−1)(21wm−16ξ+75)
4 .
(a) F+(ξ) is nonhyperbolic for either wm = −1, or ξ = 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1.
(b) It is saddle otherwise.
11. G+(−ξ) :
(
2(ξ+3)
ξ ,
−ξ−6
ξ , 1,−ξ
)
with eigenvalues
−2(ξ + 3),−2(ξ + 3),−3wm − 2ξ − 9,−ξ − 6. It is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for ξ ∈ (−3,−6,− 32 (3 + wm)).
(b) Source for wm ≤ 1, ξ < −6 or wm > 1, ξ < − 3(wm+3)2 .
(c) Sink for wm ≤ −1, ξ > − 3(wm+3)2 or wm > −1, ξ > −3.
(d) Saddle otherwise.
12. G+(ξ) :
(
2(ξ−3)
ξ ,
6−ξ
ξ , 1, ξ
)
with eigenvalues ξ − 6, 2(ξ − 3), 2(ξ − 3),−3wm + 2ξ − 9. It is
(a) Nonhyperbolic for ξ ∈ (3, 6, 32 (3 + wm)).
(b) Source for wm ≤ 1, ξ > 6 or wm > 1, ξ > 3(wm+3)2 .
(c) Sink for wm ≤ −1, ξ < 3(wm+3)2 or wm > −1, ξ < 3.
(d) Saddle otherwise.
5.3. Critical points for potentials supported by Cartan symmetries
Finally, we discuss some models that were introduced by the Cartan symmetries in Section 4.
Example 4: For the potential VB (φ) we calculate hB ≡ − (λ− 3(wm + 1)) (λ − 6wm) . Due to the existence
of the discrete symmetry (x, z, τ) → (−x,−z,−τ), the fixed points related by this symmetry have the opposite
dynamical behavior. The coordinates (x, y, z, λ) of the fixed points and eigenvalues for Eqs. (103) with h ≡ −(λ −
6wm) (λ− 3(wm + 1)) in the finite portion phase space with x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 are the following.
1. A1 : (x, 0, 0, 6wm) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 3(wm − 1)x,−6wmx.
(a) The stable manifold of A1 is 2D for 0 < wm < 1, x > 0.
(b) The unstable manifold of A1 is 2D for 0 < wm < 1, x < 0.
2. A2 : (x, 0, 0, 3(wm+1)) with eigenvalues 0, 0,−3(wm− 1)x,−3(wm+1)x. The nonzero eigenvalues has different
signs for −1 < wm < 1, x 6= 0. Thus, it behaves as a saddle.
3. B : (0, 0, 0, λ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. They are nonhyperbolic.
4. B1 : (0, 0, 0, 6wm) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
5. B2 : (0, 0, 0, 3(wm + 1)) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
6. C(z) :
(
0, z2, z, 3
)
with eigenvalues 0,−6wmz,−3(wm + 1)z, 3(2wm − 1)z.
(a) Its stable manifold is 3D for 0 < wm <
1
2 , z > 0.
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(b) Its unstable manifold is 3D for 0 < wm <
1
2 , z < 0.
This curve contains the points D±.
7. E+1 : (1, 0, 1, 6wm) with eigenvalues 6, 3− 3wm, 6− 6wm, 3(wm − 1).
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) It is a saddle otherwise.
8. E+2 : (1, 0, 1, 3(wm + 1)) with eigenvalues 6, 3− 3wm, 3− 3wm, 3− 3wm.
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) It is a source for wm < 1.
9. F+1 :
(
wm+1
2wm
, 1−wm4wm , 1, 6wm
)
, wm 6= 0, with eigenvalues 3(w
2
m−1)
2wm
, 3(wm + 1),
3− 3wm, 9(wm−1)2 .
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm ∈ {−1, 1}.
(b) Saddle otherwise.
10. F+2 :
(
1, 1−wm2(wm+1) , 1, 3(wm + 1)
)
, wm 6= −1, with eigenvalues
3− 3wm,− 32 (wm − 1), 3(wm − 1), 3(wm + 1).
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) Saddle otherwise.
11. G+1 :
(
2wm−1
wm
, 1−wmwm , 1, 6wm
)
, wm 6= 0, with eigenvalues 6wm − 9 + 3wm ,
12wm − 6, 6(wm − 1), 9(wm − 1).
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm ∈
(
1
2 , 1
)
(b) It is a sink for −1 ≤ wm < 0.
(c) It is a saddle otherwise.
12. G+2 :
(
2wm
wm+1
, 1−wmwm+1 , 1, 3(wm + 1)
)
, wm 6= −1, with eigenvalues − 6(wm−1)wmwm+1 , 6wm,
3(wm − 1), 3(wm − 1).
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm ∈ (0, 1)
(b) It is a sink for −1 < wm < 0.
(c) It is a saddle otherwise.
We have used subscripts to distinguish each particular member of a class, instead to specify λˆ, to avoid a
cumbersome notation. The subscript 1 means evaluation at λˆ = 6wm, whereas, the subscript 2 means evaluation at
λˆ = 3(wm + 1).
Example 5: For the potential VC (φ) we calculate hC ≡ − 12 (λ− 3(wm + 1)) (2λ− 3(3 + wm)) . Due to the
existence of the discrete symmetry (x, z, τ) → (−x,−z,−τ), the fixed points related by this symmetry have the
opposite dynamical behavior. The coordinates (x, y, z, λ) of the fixed points and eigenvalues for Eqs. (103) with
h ≡ − 12 (λ− 3(wm + 1)) (2λ− 3(3 + wm)) in the finite portion phase space with x ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 are the following.
1. A1 :
(
x, 0, 0, 3(wm+3)2
)
with eigenvalues 0, 0,− 32 (wm − 1)x,− 32 (wm + 3)x. They are nonhyperbolic (behaves as
saddles for x 6= 0).
2. A2 : (x, 0, 0, 3(wm + 1)) with eigenvalues 0, 0,
3
2 (wm − 1)x,−3(wm + 1)x. They are nonhyperbolic (behaves as
saddles for x 6= 0).
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3. B : (0, 0, 0, λ) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. They are nonhyperbolic.
4. B1 :
(
0, 0, 0, 3(wm+3)2
)
with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
5. B2 : (0, 0, 0, 3(wm + 1)) with eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0. It is nonhyperbolic.
6. C(z) :
(
0, z2, z, 3
)
with eigenvalues 0, 3wmz,−3(wm + 1)z,−3(wm + 1)z.
(a) Its stable manifold is 3D for −1 < wm < 0, z > 0.
(b) Its unstable manifold is 3D for −1 < wm < 0, z < 0.
This curve contains the points D±.
7. E+1 :
(
1, 0, 1, 3(wm+3)2
)
with eigenvalues 6,−3(wm − 1),− 32 (wm − 1),− 32 (wm − 1).
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) It is a source for wm < 1.
8. E+2 : (1, 0, 1, 3(wm + 1)) with eigenvalues 6,−3(wm − 1),−3(wm − 1), 3(wm−1)2 .
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) It is a saddle otherwise.
9. F+1 :
(
2(wm+1)
wm+3
, 1−wmwm+3 , 1,
3(wm+3)
2
)
with eigenvalues 0,
3−3w2m
wm+3
, 3(wm+1),
3(wm−1)
2 . It is nonhyperbolic. The zero
eigenvalue appears due to the bifurcation value λˆ, where F+1 and G
+
1 coincide. It behaves a saddle (at least two
eigenvalues are of different sign).
10. F+2 :
(
1, 1−wm2(wm+1) , 1, 3(wm + 1)
)
, wm 6= −1, with eigenvalues
− 32 (wm − 1), 3(wm−1)2 , 3(wm − 1), 3(wm + 1).
(a) It is nonhyperbolic for wm = 1.
(b) It is a saddle otherwise.
11. G+1 merges with F
+
1 . Thus, it behaves as saddle.
12. G+2 :
(
2wm
wm+1
, 1−wmwm+1 , 1, 3(wm + 1)
)
with eigenvalues
3(wm−1)wm
wm+1
, 6wm, 3(wm − 1), 3(wm − 1).
(a) Nonhyperbolic for wm ∈ (0, 1)
(b) It is a saddle otherwise.
We have used subscripts to distinguish each particular member of a class, instead to specify λˆ, to avoid a
cumbersome notation. The subscript 1 means evaluation at λˆ = 3(wm+3)2 , whereas, the subscript 2 means evaluation
at λˆ = 3(wm + 1).
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6. TOY MODEL AND SUPERNOVA DATA
Consider now the Hubble parameter
E(a) =
H (a)
H0
= ΩΛ0
(
1 +
√
1 +
Ωs0
ΩΛ0
a−3
)
+Ωs0a
−3, (108)
where if we compare it with (100) it follows that ΩΛ0 =
(
12 (a0)
3
(−V1)H0
)−1
and Ωs0 = 2ω0H
−1
0 . It is clear that
from that Hubble function, except from the cosmological constant term and the stiff fluid, there is also a term which
provides a dark energy component. This is not the first time that this noncanonical scalar field provide dust terms in
the cosmological solution. It has been observed before in [45, 46].
Moreover, from the constraint H (a→ 1) = H0, we find the algebraic relation between the two free parameters ΩΛ0
and Ωs0,
ΩΛ0 =
1− Ωs0
2− Ωs0 . (109)
which is used to reduce the free parameters of the model. It is interesting to mention that the current model contains
the same number of free parameters with that of the concordance ΛCDM model.
We continue by constraining the Hubble function (108) with some of the cosmological data. In particular we perform
a joint likelihood analysis in order to constraint the one free parameter, Ωs0, by using the SNIa data of the Union 2.1
collaboration [91].
The likelihood function is determined to be L=e−χ2A/2 ; that is, χ2 = χ2SNIa and the Likelihood function is
maximized for the minimum parameter of χ2. The Union 2.1 data set provides us with 580 SNIa distance modulus
at observed redshift [91] with observed redshift in the range zi ∈ [0.015, 1.414]. The chi-square parameter for the
diagonal covariant matrix is given by the expression
χ2SNIa(ǫ) =
NSNIa∑
i=1
(
µobs (zi)− µth (zi, ǫ)
σi
)2
(110)
where ǫ ≡ {H0, p1, p2, ...} denotes the statistical vector that contains the free parameters of the model, NSNIa = 580,
zi is the observed redshift, µobs is the observed distance modulus and µth is the theoretical distance modulus which
is given by
µ = m−M = 5 log dL + 25 = 5 logDL + µ0, (111)
where
dL(ǫ, z) =
c
H0
DL(p
j , z) =
c
H0
∫ z
0
dx
E(x, pj)
(112)
and µ0 = 42.384− 5 log h with h = H0/100. Including the second equality of Eq.(111) into Eq.(110) we arrive at
χ2SNIa(ǫ) = A− 2Bµ0 + Γµ20, (113)
where
A(pj) =
NSNIa∑
i=1
(
µobs (zi)− 5 logDL
(
zi, p
j
)
σi
)2
(114)
B(pj) =
NSNIa∑
i=1
µobs (zi)− 5 logDL
(
zi, p
j
)
σ2i
(115)
Γ =
NSNIa∑
i=1
1
σ2i
. (116)
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Clearly, for µ0 = B/Γ, (113) has a minimum at
χ˜2SNIa(p
j) = A(pj)−
(
B(pj)
)2
Γ
.
The latter implies that instead of using χ2SNIa(ǫ) we now minimize χ˜
2
SNIa(p
j) which is independent of µ0 and hence of
the value of the Hubble constant. Therefore, for the current model we have only one free parameter, namely p1 = Ωs0.
The reader may find more details regarding the aforementioned statistical procedure in [92].
We compare the model (108) with that of the Λ-cosmology whose Hubble function is
HΛ (a)
H0
=
√
(1− Ωm0) + Ωm0a−3. (117)
In this case the free parameter of the model is p1 = Ωm0.
From the SNIa data we found that
(
minχ2
)
= 562.77 while the best fit value is Ωs0 = 0.0835
+0.065
−0.055. With the same
data for the Λ-cosmology we find that Ωm0 = 0.29 with
(
minχ2
)Λ
= 561.73.
The two models have the same number of degrees of freedom and the difference of the minimum χ2 is approximately
one. Therefore according to the Akaike information criterion [93, 94] the two models fit the Supernova data with the
same way.
Of course, model (108) has been used as a toy model in order to show that the model we proposed and the solutions
which result provide parameters which allow it to fit the cosmological observations. Further extended analysis is
required, which however is beyond the scope of the present study.
7. EVOLUTION OF THE OBSERVABLES
Following the reference [108], we choose t = 0 corresponding to the initial singularity, and denote t0 as the age of
the universe. The current value H0 of the Hubble scalar is called the Hubble constant. For these quantities we have
observable bounds. Now, we introduce the dimensionless parameters
α = tH, β =
φ˙
H
. (118)
The present value of α, denoted by α0 = t0H0 is referred as the age parameter and it is a well-defined function in
state space [108]. In an ever expanding model, where a = a0e
N , the numbers of e-foldings N assume all real values,
thus we can study the dynamical system
dΩφ
dN
= (Ωφ − 1)(2q − 3wm − 1), (119a)
dβ
dN
= (q(β − 2)− 3(wm + 1)Ωφ + 3wm + 4β + 1), (119b)
dλ
dN
= −βh(λ), (119c)
q = 2 + λ(β − Ωφ), (119d)
and the decoupled equation
dα
dN
= 1− (1 + q)α. (120)
The latter algebraic-differential system is exactly the system (103a)-(103d) but in different variables.
Let us denote by y the vector (Ωφ, β, λ). We have seen that q is a function of the phase space as defined by (119d).
Hence, at a fixed point y⋆ of the DE (119), q is a constant, i.e., q(y⋆), (the particular values of q are summarized
in the Appendix B). Given an initial point y0 - which represents our universe in the present time, let denoted by
y = ΦN (y0) the orbit through y0 with Φ0(y0) = y0, and by
q˜(N) = q(ΦN (y0)), (121)
the deceleration parameter along the orbit so that q˜(0) = q(y0).
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Then, are deduced the expressions [108]:
H(N) = H0 exp
[
−
∫ N
0
{1 + q˜(µ)} dµ
]
, for all N ∈ R. (122a)
t0 =
∫ 0
−∞
1
H(N)
dN, (122b)
t0H0 =
∫ 0
−∞
exp
[∫ N
0
{1 + q˜(µ)} dµ
]
dN (122c)
where H0 is a freely specifiable. This arbitrariness implies that each non-singular orbit corresponds to a 1-parameter
family of physical universes, which are conformally related by a constant rescaling of the metric. t0 = t(0), denotes
the value of t at y0. The last formula implies that α0 = t0H0 is uniquely determined by the specified initial point
y0 on the phase space, such that α0 = t0H0 is a well-defined function on state space. Furthermore, the constraints
0.87 < α(y0) < 1.68, 0.1 . Ω0 . 0.3 [108], where Ω0 = 1 − Ωφ(y0), will restrict the location of the present state of
the universe, y0, in state space.
Evaluating at the fixed points of (119), we have found the cosmological solutions:
(Ωφ, α, β, λ) =
(
1,
1
3
, 1, λˆ
)
, H =
1
3t
, q = 2. (123)
F+(λˆ) :
(
3 (wm + 3)
2λˆ
,
2
3 (wm + 1)
,
3 (wm + 1)
λˆ
, λˆ
)
, H =
2
3 (wm + 1)
t−1, q =
1
2
(3wm + 1) . (124)
G+(λˆ) :
(
1,
1
λˆ− 3 , 2−
6
λˆ
, λˆ
)
, H =
1
λˆ− 3 t
−1, q = λˆ− 4. (125)
where we used the notation λˆ = h(−1)(0). Using the above normalization, the result is the “scaling away” of the
effects of the overall expansion. However, in order to relate the analysis to observations, the equations that determine
the evolution of H , and clock time have to brought into play [108]. The equations (119) can be written as
dΩφ
d ln t
= α(Ωφ − 1)(2q − 3wm − 1), (126a)
dα
d ln t
= −α(α + αq − 1), (126b)
dβ
d ln t
= α(q(β − 2)− 3(wm + 1)Ωφ + 3wm + 4β + 1), (126c)
dλ
d ln t
= −αβh(λ), (126d)
where
q = 2 + λ(β − Ωφ). (127)
Since we have assumed 0 ≤ t < ∞, then −∞ < ln t < +∞ is a good time parameter for the dynamical system. The
coordinates (Ωφ, α, β, λ) of the fixed points of (119) can be generically written as follows:
1.
(
Ωφ, 0,
q−2
λ +Ωφ, λ
)
, eigenvalues
{
0, 0, 0,
λ−3λwm(Ωφ−1)+λ(q+1)Ωφ+q(−2λ+q+2)−8
λ
}
.
2.
(
1, 0, q+λ−2λ , λ
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0, (q−2)(−λ+q+4)λ .
3.
(
Ωφ, 0,
q−2
λˆ
+Ωφ, λˆ
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0,
λˆ(Ωφ(−3wm+q+1)+3wm−2q+1)+(q−2)(q+4)
λˆ
.
4.
(
Ωφ, 0,
2q+3wm(Ωφ−1)+3Ωφ−1
q+4 ,− (q−2)(q+4)q(Ωφ−2)−3wm(Ωφ−1)+Ωφ+1
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0, 0.
5.
(
2−q
λ , 0, 0, λ
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0, λ+3wm(λ+q−2)+(3−2λ)q−6λ .
6. (1, 0, 0, 2− q), eigenvalues:0, 0, 0,−2(1+ q).
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FIG. 4: Evolution of the system (119) for an exponential potential for some choices of the parameters for a pressureless perfect
fluid (wm = 0), a radiation fluid (w =
1
3
), and a stiff fluid (wm = 1) for λ = −3, λ = 1, and λ = 3, and α > 0 (equivalent to
z > 0).
7.
(
1, 0, 2(q+1)q+4 , q + 4
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0, 0.
8.
(
1, 0, q−2
λˆ
+ 1, λˆ
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0,
(q−2)(−λˆ+q+4)
λˆ
.
9.
(
−q2−2q+λˆ(2q−3wm−1)+8
λˆ(q−3wm+1) , 0,
λˆ(2q−3wm−1)−3(q−2)(wm+1)
λˆ(q−3wm+1) , λˆ
)
, eigenvalues: 0, 0, 0, 0.
10.
(
1− 2(q+1)3(wm+1) , 0, 0,
3(q−2)(wm+1)
2q−3wm−1
)
, eigenvalues 0, 0, 0, 0.
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11.
(
1, 1q+1 ,
2(q+1)
q+4 , q + 4
)
, with h(4 + q) = 0, eigenvalues:
− q +
√
24− q(q(4q(q + 1)− 13)− 28) + 4
2(q + 1)2
,−q −
√
24− q(q(4q(q + 1)− 13)− 28) + 4
2(q + 1)2
,
−3wm + 2q − 1
q + 1
,−2h
′(q + 4)
q + 4
.
For the exponential potential h ≡ 0 and λ becomes constant. Thus, the system is reduced to one di-
mension, and the coordinates (Ωφ, α, β) of the fixed points can be obtained explicitly as (Ωφ, 0, β),
(
1, 13 , 1
)
,(
3(wm+3)
2λ ,
2
3(wm+1)
, 3(wm+1)λ
)
,
(
1, 1λ−3 , 2− 6λ
)
(extensively studied in Appendix A). In the Figure 4 is presented the
evolution of the system (119) for the exponential potential for some choices of the parameters for a pressureless perfect
fluid (wm = 0), a radiation fluid (w =
1
3 ), and a stiff fluid (wm = 1) for λ = −3, λ = 1, and λ = 3, and α > 0
(equivalent to z > 0). In this case observe that the points D+ and E+ both satisfy Ωφ = 1, β = 1, this is the first
indication that the variables Ωφ, β are degenerated as phase space variables, but the diagram entails relevant physical
information about the cosmological observables. The case λ = 6, wm = 1 is not presented in this diagram (see at the
figure (3) the corresponding phase space plane (x, y), z = +1) since all the points coalesce in one point which means
that the diagram is highly degenerated in these variables. For the choices λ = 6, wm = 0, λ = 6, wm =
1
3 two points
are degenerated and a third one is close to them, so the dynamics on the plane (Ωφ, β) is obscure. All together,
reinforces the idea that our variables (x, y, z) are more suitable for the description of the dynamics. For the other
cases beyond the exponential case, the plots in the plane (Ωφ, β) resembles many features of the exponential one, we
do not present them by space.
From the Appendix B we extract that the generic solutions includes: static solutions; static stiff solutions; de-
celerated contracting stiff solutions; decelerated expanding stiff solutions; a line of de-Sitter solutions; contracting
accelerated de-Sitter solution; expanding accelerated de-Sitter solution; ideal gas contracting scaling solutions; ideal
gas expanding scaling solutions; contracting scalar field dominated solution; and expanding scalar field dominated
solution. Some of these configurations corresponds to values of λ satisfying h(λ) = 0. As shown, the model at hand
resembles a rich cosmological behavior, since it admits the standard cosmological solutions and additionally it admits
static solutions and both expanding and contracting solutions. All these solutions have been correlated with the fixed
points of the system (103).
8. CONCLUSIONS
The determination of analytical solutions is essential in all areas of physics. Concerning the gravitational theories,
because of the nonlinearity of the field equations, solutions which include all the free parameters are difficult to be
found, and for that, various methods from the analysis of nonlinear differential equations and dynamical systems have
been applied.
In this article we choose to work with the Cartan formalism and apply the context of Cartan symmetries for the
study of Liouville integrable systems in a gravitational theory. In our model we considered that the universe is
isotropic and homogeneous where a scalar field, which attributes the degrees of freedom of a higher-order modified
teleparallel theory, is assumed to describe the dark energy which drives the acceleration of the universe.
From the different kind of Cartan symmetries, which the field equations can admit, we considered those symmetries
which are linear in the first derivatives. The field equations are rational in the momentum/first derivatives, therefore,
conservation laws rational in the momentum are favored. Moreover, we saw that the systems which admit Cartan
symmetries linear in the momentum include a big range of possible dynamical systems including those which are
invariant under point transformations.
Our analysis provided four families of potentials where there exists a dependence on the parameters of the potentials
with the constant equation of state parameter for the matter source. This kind of dependence has been observed before
in other cosmological models [61, 79]. For those models the Cartan symmetries and the corresponding conservation
laws were determined while the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation has been derived. Furthermore, the field
equations have been reduced to a system of two first-order differential equations which is the analytical solution.
Closed-form solutions, and some exact solutions have been derived, for specific values of the integration constants,
while the behaviour of the solution at late times was studied.
In particular we found that the noncanonical scalar field provides a cosmological constant term, stiff fluid components
as the quintessence field but also dark matter components can be introduced like the unified dark model [16]. Last
but not least, we saw that scale factors which describe the inflation era can be determined.
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Furthermore, from a closed-form solution that we derived, we wrote the Hubble function in terms of the scale factor
and we compared that toy model with the Supernova data. We saw that this model fits the standard candles in a
similar way with that of Λ-cosmology, since both cosmologies contain the same number of free parameters.
However in order to perform a global study for the evolution of that theory we performed an extendent critical point
analysis by using coordinates different from those of the Hubble-normalization, such an analysis is important because
provide results also for non-integrable models. Indeed, the Hubble function H (t) can cross the value H (t) = 0, from
negative to positive values, or vice-versa, since ρφ can be negative due the friction term 3Hφ˙. This implies that the
Hubble-normalization procedure allows only to describe just a patch of the phase space. In particular, we use more
proper phase-space variables first introduced in [90].
To analyze the fixed point for arbitrary potentials, we have used the method called in our notation h-devisers,
which allows us to perform the whole analysis for a wide range of potentials [95–106]. Using this method, we have
studied the exponential potential and non- exponential potentials for which h(λ) can be written in an explicit form,
e.g, V (φ) = V0e
−σφ + V1, σ 6= 0, h ≡ −λ(λ − σ); V (φ) = (µφ)
k
k with h ≡ −λ
2
k ; V (φ) = V0(cosh(ξφ) − 1), ξ 6=
0, with h ≡ − 12
(
λ2 − ξ2); VB (φ) = V1e−3(wm+1)φ + V2e−6wmφ, with hB ≡ − (λ− 3(wm + 1)) (λ − 6wm) , and
VC (φ) = V1e
−3(1+wm)φ + V2e−
3
2 (3+wm), with hC ≡ − 12 (λ− 3(wm + 1)) (2λ− 3(3 + wm)). The last two models were
introduced by the Cartan symmetries in Section 4. We have found that there are generic solutions: static solutions;
static stiff solutions; decelerated contracting stiff solutions; decelerated expanding stiff solutions; a line of de-Sitter
solutions; contracting accelerated de-Sitter solution; expanding accelerated de-Sitter solution; ideal gas contracting
scaling solutions; ideal gas expanding scaling solutions; contracting scalar field dominated solution; and expanding
scalar field dominated solution. Some of these configurations corresponds to values of λ satisfying h(λ) = 0. As
showed, the model at hand resembles a rich cosmological behavior, since it admits the standard cosmological solutions
and additionally it admits static solutions and both expanding and contracting solutions. All these solutions were
correlated with the fixed points of the system (103). Finally, we have investigated the evolution of the observables, the
so called age parameter α = tH , the deceleration parameter q, and the fractional energy of scalar field and Hubble-
normalized kinetic term in a phase space. Imposing observational constraints on the current values of α0 = α(y0),
and the matter parameter Ω0 = 1 − Ωφ(y0), it is restricted the location of the present state of the universe, y0, in
state space.
This work extents our research program on the geometric selection rules in gravitational theories and on the
determination of analytical solutions as also on the role of symmetries in the evolution of the universe.
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Appendix A: Hubble-normalization
For the completness of our analysis and compare our results with that of [45]. We present the fixed point analysis
for the field equations by using the Hubble-normalization, that is, by defining the new variables to be
β =
φ˙
H
, χ =
V (φ)
6H2
, (A1)
related through the constraint equations
Ωm + β + χ = 1, (A2)
and introducing the new time derivative
f˜ :=
f˙
|H | =
f˙
|z| , z 6= 0.
This gives the lower dimensional dynamical system
β˜ = −ǫ (χ (−2λ+ 3wm + λβ + 3) + 3(wm − 1) (β − 1)) , (A3a)
χ˜ = −ǫχ (λβ + 2λχ− 6) , (A3b)
λ˜ = −ǫβh(λ). (A3c)
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where ǫ is the sign of H .
This system is not well defined when z changes sign; however, it can describe the regions of the phase space H < 0
or H > 0. Notice that the fixed points corresponding to contracting universes (H < 0) will have the reverse dynamical
behavior of the analogous points with H > 0, such that we can restrict our attention to expanding models in the
cosmological applications.
We discuss briefly on the stability of the fixed points of (A3). In the notation the subscript ǫ = ±1 corresponds to
the sign of z, that gives if the model corresponds to expansion (ǫ = +1) or to contraction (ǫ = −1) as in [107] (see
references therein). 5 For the choice ǫ = +1 are recovered all the results presented in [45].
For the exponential potential (for which λ is constant) we have the fixed points
1. Dǫ : (β, χ) = (0, 1). Exists for λ = 3. The eigenvalues are −3(wm + 1)ǫ,−3ǫ.
(a) The fixed points Dǫ are nonhyperbolic for wm = −1.
(b) D+ (respectively, D−) is stable (respectively, unstable) for wm > −1.
(c) They are saddles otherwise.
2. Eǫ : (β, χ) = (1, 0). The eigenvalues are −3(wm − 1)ǫ, (6− λ)ǫ.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for wm = 1 or λ = 6.
(b) The fixed point E+ (respectively, E−) is a source (respectively, a sink), for wm < 1, λ < 6.
(c) They are saddles otherwise.
3. Fǫ : (β, χ) =
(
3(wm+1)
λ ,− 3(wm−1)2λ
)
. The eigenvalues are
1
4ǫ
(
3wm − 3 +
√
3
√
(1− wm)(−16λ+ 21wm + 75)
)
,
1
4ǫ
(
3wm − 3−
√
3
√
(1− wm)(−16λ+ 21wm + 75)
)
.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for λ = 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1.
(b) The fixed point F+ (respectively, F−) is a sink (respectively, a source), for wm < 1, λ > 32 (wm + 3).
(c) They are saddles otherwise.
4. Gǫ : (β, χ) =
(
2− 6λ , 6λ − 1
)
. The eigenvalues are (λ − 6)ǫ, ǫ(2λ− 3wm − 9).
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either λ = 6 or λ = 3(wm+3)2 .
(b) The fixed point G+ (respectively, G−) is a sink (respectively, a source) for wm ≤ 1, λ < 32 (wm + 3).
(c) The fixed point G+ (respectively, G−) is a source (respectively, a sink) for wm ≤ 1, λ > 6.
(d) They are saddle otherwise.
For the arbitrary potentials we obtain the fixed points
1. Dǫ : (β, χ, λ) = (0, 1, 3). Always exists. The eigenvalues are −3(wm + 1)ǫ,
1
2
(
−
√
9− 8h(3)− 3
)
ǫ, 12
(√
9− 8h(3)− 3
)
ǫ.
(a) The fixed points Dǫ are nonhyperbolic for wm = −1 or h(3) = 0.
(b) D+ (respectively, D−) is stable (respectively, unstable) for wm > −1, h(3) > 0.
(c) They are saddles otherwise.
2. Eǫ(λˆ) : (β, χ, λ) = (1, 0, λˆ), such that h(λˆ) = 0. The eigenvalues are
−3(wm − 1)ǫ,−ǫ
(
λˆ− 6
)
,−ǫh′
(
λˆ
)
.
5 We don’t use superscripts to do not mix with the notation used in sections 5.1 and 5.2, but the fixed points are closely related.
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(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for wm = 1 or λˆ = 6 or h
′
(
λˆ
)
= 0.
(b) The fixed points E+(λˆ) (respectively, E−(λˆ)) are sources (respectively, a sink), for wm < 1, λˆ < 6, h′
(
λˆ
)
<
0.
(c) They are saddles otherwise.
3. Fǫ(λˆ) : (β, χ, λ) =
(
3(wm+1)
λˆ
,− 3(wm−1)
2λˆ
, λˆ
)
, such that h(λˆ) = 0. The eigenvalues are
1
4ǫ
(
3wm − 3−
√
3
√
(1 − wm)
(
−16λˆ+ 21wm + 75
))
,
1
4ǫ
(
3wm − 3 +
√
3
√
(1 − wm)
(
−16λˆ+ 21wm + 75
))
, − 3(wm+1)ǫh
′(λˆ)
λˆ
.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either wm = −1, or λˆ = 3(wm+3)2 , or wm = 1, or h′(λˆ) = 0
(b) The fixed points F+(λˆ) (respectively, F−(λˆ)) are sinks (respectively, sources) for
i. h′
(
λˆ
)
> 0,−1 < wm < 1, λˆ > 32 (wm + 3)
(c) They are saddle otherwise.
If we restrict the equation of state on the range −1 ≤ wm ≤ 1, just the cases (a), (b)-(iv) and (d) apply.
4. Gǫ(λˆ) : (β, χ) =
(
2− 6
λˆ
, 6
λˆ
− 1, λˆ
)
. The eigenvalues are(
λˆ− 6
)
ǫ, ǫ
(
2λˆ− 3(wm + 3)
)
,− 2(λˆ−3)ǫh
′(λˆ)
λˆ
.
(a) The points are nonhyperbolic for either λˆ = 6 or λˆ = 3 or λˆ = 3(wm+3)2 or h
′(λˆ) = 0.
(b) The fixed points G+(λˆ) (respectively, G−(λˆ)) are sinks (respectively, sources) for
i. λˆ < 0, h′
(
λˆ
)
> 0, or
ii. 0 < λˆ < 3, h′
(
λˆ
)
< 0, or
iii. 3 < λˆ < 6, 13
(
2λˆ− 9
)
< wm ≤ 1, h′
(
λˆ
)
> 0.
(c) The fixed points G+(λˆ) (respectively, G−(λˆ)) are sources (respectively, sinks) for λˆ > 6, h′
(
λˆ
)
< 0.
(d) they are saddle otherwise.
Appendix B: Fixed points of the system (126)
The coordinates (Ωφ, α, β, λ, q) of the fixed points of the system (126) are:
1. (Ωφ, 0, β, λ, βλ− Ωφλ+ 2) .
2.
(
Ωφ, 0,
3(wm−1)
2λ +Ωφ, λ,
1
2 (3wm + 1)
)
.
3. (1, 0, β, λ, (β − 1)λ+ 2).
4. (Ωφ, 0, 0, λ, 2− λΩφ).
5.
(
Ωφ, 0, β,
3(−2β+wm(Ωφ−1)+Ωφ+1)
(β−2)(β−Ωφ) ,
−4β+3wm(Ωφ−1)+3Ωφ−1
β−2
)
.
6.
(
Ωφ, 0, β, λˆ, λˆ (β − Ωφ) + 2
)
.
7.
(
Ωφ, 0,
3(wm−1)
2λˆ
+Ωφ, λˆ,
1
2 (3wm + 1)
)
.
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8.
(
− 3(wm−1)2λ , 0, 0, λ, 12 (3wm + 1)
)
.
9.
(
1, 0, β,− 6β−2 ,−4− 6β−2
)
.
10. (1, 0, 0, λ, 2− λ).
11.
(
wm+3
wm+1
, 0, 2, λ, λ(wm−1)wm+1 + 2
)
.
12.
(
Ωφ, 0, 0,
3(wm(Ωφ−1)+Ωφ+1)
2Ωφ
, 12 (3wm − 3 (wm + 1)Ωφ + 1)
)
.
13.
(
1, 0, β, λˆ, (β − 1)λˆ+ 2
)
.
14.
(
(β−2)λˆβ+6β+3wm−3
(β−2)λˆ+3wm+3 , 0, β, λˆ,
6(wm+1)+λˆ(−β+3(β−1)wm−1)
(β−2)λˆ+3wm+3
)
.
15.
(
β(wm+3)
2(wm+1)
, 0, β, 3(wm+1)β ,
1
2 (3wm + 1)
)
.
16. (1, 0, 0, 3,−1).
17.
(
1, 13 , 1, λˆ, 2
)
.
18. (1, 0, 1, λ, 2).
19.
(
3(wm+3)
2λˆ
, 23(wm+1) ,
3(wm+1)
λˆ
, λˆ, 12 (3wm + 1)
)
.
20.
(
3(wm+3)
2λˆ
, 0, 3(wm+1)
λˆ
, λˆ, 12 (3wm + 1)
)
.
21.
(
1, 1
λˆ−3 , 2−
6
λˆ
, λˆ, λˆ− 4
)
.
22.
(
1, 0, 2− 6
λˆ
, λˆ, λˆ− 4
)
.
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